Communiqué

36ème Prix du Jeune Écrivain de langue française

The Association Prix du Jeune Ecrivain (Pjé), France is inviting young authors from Mauritius aged between 16 to 26 years old who wish to take part in the 36th Prix International du Jeune Écrivain de Langue Française (International Prize for Young French Writers).

Created in 1984, the Prix du Jeune Écrivain de Langue Française rewards annually twelve young authors. The quality of the works is judged by an international jury composed of renowned French-language writers. Various awards will be given to the lucky winners.

The Registration Opening date is end of October 2019 and the deadline for submissions is Wednesday 05 February 2020

Additional information on the competition and modalities for application are available on the website https://www.pjef.net/